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T d ’ T lk
• The title of talk was made up by Peter

Today’s Talk
• The title of talk was made up by Peter 

Brantley as a placeholder and I never got 
around to changing itaround to changing it

• So that’s the title even though I have 
d th d “ lti l t” dnever used the word “multivalent” and 

am not sure what it means
• But my talk this year is a follow-on to my 

talk at last year’s B in B so I’ll start there
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My talk last year (I meant “transdisciplinary”)
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The Discipline of Organizing:
The Crucible / Testbed

Published by MIT 
P i M 2013Press in May 2013 
simultaneously in 
print and ebook 
formats

Used O’Reilly’s 
Atlas single-sourceAtlas single source 
publishing platform 
to do thatto do that
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The Breadth vs. Depth Challenge

• This new discipline emerges from the 
intersection of computer science, library 
science, informatics, business, law, and 
other disciplines that organize collections of 
resources and design interactions with themg

• It is a BROAD textbook to represent all the 
disciplines that contribute to itdisciplines that contribute to it

• It seeks to be DEEP to treat all the 
disciplines with appropriate rigor and nuance

How can it be deep and broadHow can it be deep and broad
at the same time?
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Using “Tagged Content” to AddressUsing Tagged Content  to Address 
the “Breadth” vs. “Depth” Challenge

• About 24% of the content in TDO was 
converted to endnotes tagged by discipline

• This separates discipline-specific from coreThis separates discipline-specific from core 
content and makes depth into a choice 
rather than a distraction or confusionrather than a distraction or confusion

• Reader can use these tags to decide 
whether or not to read the note
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“Factoring” the Book’s Content
NON-CORE 
CHAPTER 
CONTENTCONTENT

CORE 
CONTENT

END NOTES
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It R ll W ’t F t i
• The book was collaboratively authored by

It Really Wasn’t Factoring
The book was collaboratively authored by 
17 people – mostly former students and 
colleagues at Berkeleycolleagues at Berkeley 

• The refactoring into core + disciplinary 
l t l t t ff t thsupplemental content was my effort as the 

editor to save the book from itself
• It would be nice to have tools to support 

authoring this way from the outsetg y
• We know a lot about what those tools should 

do but we haven’t started to build themdo… but we haven t started to build them
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M
TDO – May 
2014

Library 
Science

Archives

Museums2014

Science

Cognitiveg
ScienceLaw

The “Discipline 

Business Linguistics
of Organizing” 

CoreBusiness

Computer
Science Web

Philosophy
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Tagged Endnotes in Print Book
(at end of each chapter)(at end of each chapter)
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Pop up “Web” NotePop-up Web  Note
in eBook
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Multivalence

• Multi == more than one; Valent == having combining 

Multivalence

power; Multivalent == capable of multiple combinations
• Our disciplinary tagging turned our book source content 

into a family of related books, with different versions 
produced based on design-time configurations

• Not really a new idea: 
•A single automobile production line can support the 
assembly of customized variations of a car model
•Software product line engineering enables the creation 
of many similar software  systems from a shared set of 
software assets
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Software Product Line EngineeringSoftware Product Line Engineering
(For Reference)

Kästner, C., Apel, S., & Kuhlemann, M. (2008, May). Granularity in 
software product lines In Proceedings of the 30th internationalsoftware product lines. In Proceedings of the 30th international 
conference on Software engineering (pp. 311-320). ACM.

Krueger C (2002) Easing the transition to software massKrueger, C. (2002). Easing the transition to software mass 
customization. In Software Product-Family Engineering (pp. 282-
293). Springer Berlin Heidelberg.

Couto, Marcus Vinicius, Marco Tulio Valente, and Eduardo 
Figueiredo. "Extracting software product lines: A case study 
using conditional compilation." Software Maintenance and 
Reengineering (CSMR) 2011 15th European Conference onReengineering (CSMR), 2011 15th European Conference on. 
IEEE, 2011.
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Not even a New Problem forNot even a New Problem for
Book Publishing

• Elementary school teachers have long 
recognized the need for different versionsrecognized the need for different versions 
of the same book because the readings 
skills and vocabularies of their students canskills and vocabularies of their students can 
differ a lot

• They want their students to read the same 
stories from different versions of thestories… from different versions of the 
same book that are skills-appropriate
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Reading A-Z
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Multivalence using the 
TDO Discipline Tags

C t S i•Computer Science
•Web Architecture

•Library and 
Information Science

•Cognitive Science
Information Science
•Museums

•Linguistics
•Philosophy

•Archives
•BusinessPhilosophy

•Information 
A hit t ( dd d

•Business
•Law

Architecture (added 
7/14)
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The O’Reilly TDO ebooks (8/14)The O Reilly TDO ebooks (8/14)

No endnotes b t inline All the endnotes no inline
18

No endnotes, but inline 
student quizzes

All the endnotes, no inline 
student quizzes



The Combinatorial Explosion of Design-p g
Time Configuration

• With 11 disciplines the combinatorial possibilities create 
an extremely large “family of books” (2048)y g y ( )

• Even if we apply strong reasonableness or familiarity 
constraints it is still easy to imagine many appealing y g y pp g
configurations of disciplines:
•Memory Institutions (LIS Museums Archives)Memory Institutions (LIS, Museums, Archives)
•Informatics (Computing, Info Architecture, Web, Business, Law)
•Information Architecture (Info Architecture Linguistics Web)•Information Architecture (Info Architecture, Linguistics, Web)
•Sensemaking (Cognitive Science, Linguistics, Philosophy)

...
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“Memory Institutions” ConfigurationMemory Institutions  Configuration

The 
“Discipline of 
Organizing” 

Core
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Other Limitations of Design-Time g
Configuration

• Design-time configuration assumes a lot of 
homogeneity of the intended readershomogeneity of the intended readers

• But TDO’s target readers are mostly in g y
“Schools of Information” like Berkeley’s, 
which are multidisciplinary programs thatwhich are multidisciplinary programs that 
attract students with different disciplinary 
backgroundsbackgrounds

• Different chapters and topics in TDO 
inherently differ in their multidisciplinary mix
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“Reading Time” or Dynamic Multivalence

• We’re now experimenting with a modified 
book building process that converts thebook-building process that converts the 
discipline tags in our XML source files to 
l tt ib t i th t d b HTMLclass attributes in the generted epub HTML

• This lets us use Javascript and CSS toThis lets us use Javascript and CSS to 
insert controls into the ebooks to allow 
readers to selectively include and excludereaders to selectively include and exclude 
content
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Inclusion vs Exclusion

• The conventional mechanisms for dealing with

Inclusion vs. Exclusion

• The conventional mechanisms for dealing with 
supplemental content are inclusion by traditional link 
following (and return) or with pop-up notesg ( ) p p p

• But inclusion mechanisms don’t tell the reader 
anything about what might be includedy g g

• We can consider inverse mechanisms that exclude 
content, where we can more easily convey thecontent, where we can more easily convey the 
consequences of the reader’s act

• What’s the right default? Include all the content and 
let the reader exclude some or include only the corelet the reader exclude some, or include only the core 
and have the reader make inclusion choices?
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Design IssuesDesign Issues

• A reader’s decision to read supplemental 
content is shaped byp y
• the proportion of supplemental content to core 
contentcontent
• the disciplinary mix of the supplemental content
• the nature of the core content

• And also by the specific context in which• And also by the specific context in which 
the supplemental content is encountered
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Chapter 4 Endnotes
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Using TileUsing Tile
to Indicate 
Proportions of p
Includable 
Content
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U i IUsing Icons
to Indicate 
Scope ofScope of 
Excludable 
ContentContent
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Using a Bar toUsing a Bar to 
Indicate 
Scope of p
Excludable 
Content
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Summary

• Multidisciplinary books can balance the 
competing goals of breadth and depth by 
marking text by audience, complexity, or 
other attributes

• If done carefully this creates a “mother of allIf done carefully, this creates a mother of all 
books” from which many different books can 
be generatedbe generated 

• With appropriate user interface controls, 
d l ti l i l d d l dreaders can selectively include and exclude 

content to optimize their reading experience
• We will eventually figure out “appropriate”
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